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About This Game

An unknown hostile force has been identified by our spy satellites, their jump signatures are locked on our planet. We have no
defenses. If they get here, we are doomed.

There is, however, one last chance for us: the top-secret Vanguard prototype she stole from us. That silver-haired she-devil
should be hanged for treason, but we have no time for that now. We have given her temporary access to our network of

satellites, she will hack their warp drives and trap them in a little yellow box, you will pilot the Vanguard, lure enough of them in
and try to take down their mothership. You are our only hope.

Become an Unstoppable Destruction Machine!

The only way to have a fighting chance against the mothership is to destroy enemy spaceships and steal their energy shards. This
will upgrade your weapon systems and make you stronger. Be careful not to get hit, every damage you take reduces the energy

charge of your weapon systems.

Take Down Their Capital Ships

We have identified two capital ships accompanying the main force. You must take them down to attract the attention of the
mothership. Be careful, these capital ships are not like regular enemies, they use bullet patterns to confuse their opponents, I

hope your dodging skills are on par with your shooting abilities.
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Train, Get Stronger, Give Them Hell!

We have systems in place to reset the current timeline in case something goes wrong. Don't be afraid to try again and again. The
enemy moves and shoots in specific patterns, you can learn their tricks, and predict their next move.

Key Features

A minimalistic and intense single-player arcade twin-stick shooter experience highly focused on shooting, dodging and
the pleasure of destruction

Try to beat 9 challenging levels in one go, destroy the mothership, and save the world!

An experience-based progression system that upgrades your weapons and allows you to become a dangerous destruction
machine

A rising difficulty curve reminiscent of the classic arcade games that will challenge even the most seasoned players

3 cool "super guns" to unlock during your run: the Plasma Cannon, the Heavy Machinegun and the Death Ray

16 enemy types each with their own movement and attack patterns

Intuitive mouse and keyboard controls with full support for game controllers, all controls are rebindable in the settings
menu.

8 achievements that will take a great deal of skill to get!

Steam leaderboard to compare your score with your friends or other steam users, prove you're the best by getting your
name to the top of the leaderboard!

Support Us!

Hey there, my name is Zouhair, I'm the sole developer behind this game. I wanted you to know how much I'm passionate about
making games and developing this kind of games in particular. I'm actively developing the game after release, I'm actively
listening to all the feedback I'm receiving, if you have a slight interest in this kind of games please support my studio by

purchasing the game, giving feedback and talking about the game on social media. Keep in touch! (follow us on twitter for
almost-daily updates, visit our devlog for weekly news).
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